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Unit 1
At the International Summer Camp

Where are the students?
Why are the students there?
What does  the word Interna�onal  mean?
What does Interna�onal Language camp offer?

There are nine student in class. 
1. Write the names
____________is from  Germany.
____________ is  from  Spain.
____________ is  from Japan.
____________is  from China.
__________� __is from  Georgia.
____________is  from Switzerland.
____________is from  England
____________is  from Italy
 ____________is from Argen�na

2.  Write the nationalities
1. Leo is from Germany. He is German.
2. Marcello is from Switzerland. He is ...
3. Jen is from England. She is...
4. Le is from China. He is...
5. Yuto is from Japan. He is...
6. Pamela is from Spain. She is...
7. Santiago is from Argentina. He is...

3. Complete the sentences with the names of  the countries
1. Mary is Scot. She is from...
2. David is Welsh. He is from...
3. Amanda is Brazilian. She is...
4. Ai is Turkish. He is from...
5. Thomas is American. He is from...
6. Robert is Australian. He is from...
7. Ann is Irish. She is from...

4. Complete the dialogues with “Nice to meet you”, “Hello” or “How do you do”

1. -Let me introduce myself. My name is Mary Scott.
-Nice to meet you Mary.

2. -My name is Tina.
_______________________, Tina.

3. - Is your name Tim?
- Yes, and yours?
- My name is Maria.
-   ___________________, Maria.
-____________________   , Tim
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5. Read and compete the chart about Tom's Sunday
Complete the timetable

I got up at 10 o'clock. I was lazy to get up earlier. I was lazy to wash. I went downstairs 

and was having my breakfast when my mother entered the room. She was angry that I 

didn't wash my face and hands. What could I do? I went upstairs, washed, cleaned my 

teeth and came downstairs again. Mother was not angry any more. After breakfast I 

visited my friend Peter. We played computer games and painted pictures in the 

computer. At 1 o'clock I visited my friend John and we played football and basketball in 

his yard. He has a very big yard. Then I visited Mike and we had a nice swim in his 

swimming-pool.Then it is was a dinner-time almost 7 o'clock and I went home. I had 

dinner and went upstairs to do my lessons. As I was tired, I fell asleep and slept until the 

next morning.

6. Put the question and answer

1. I have my dancing lessons on Monday and Wednesday.
   -How often do I have my dancing lessons?

-I have my dancing lessons twice a week.
2. Pete has computer classes on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday.

3. I have music lessons on Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

4. My brother eats at 8 o'clock a.m., at 12 o'clock, at 5 o'clock and at 9 p.m.

5. Dorothy milks the cow in the morning and in the evening.

6. This actor got an Oscar in 1980,1985,1988 and in 1990.

th th7. Martin had concerts on November 1, December 5 , January 13th, February 4th and March 20 .

4. -Jack, meet my friend Iris.

- _______________________, Iris.

-  ______________________, Jack.

5. - My name is Gordon. I am a professor in this University.
-I am Dr. Luis.

- ________________________Prof. Gordon.
_________________________Dr. Luis.

6. -How do you do boys and girls. My name is Mary Adams.
_________________________, Ms. Adams.

7. -Good morning ladies, I want to introduce myself. My name is Jack Thomson.
- _________________________, Mr. Thomson.
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8.  Put the right ending for the nationality

Brit�
Brasili�
Argentini�
Russi�
Itali�
Briti�
Fren�
Chine�
Georgi�

9. Match the flags with the countries

7. Look at the student's timetable and answer

1. Do the students have classes every day?
2. What are the skills the students are going to  develop?
3.What classes do they have on Monday?
4.Do they have listening on Tuesday?
5.How often do they have reading and speaking?
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10. Put the questions according to the model 
My dog is very funny What is it like? 

My gym is very busy _____________ ? 
This picture is strange _____________ ? 
This film is really boring _____________ ? 
His French is good _______________ ? 

11. Put the pronouns  
These roller skates are new. They are new. 
Adventure films are exciting. _______________________ . 
The cows are grazing grass. ________________________ . 
The king is having a ceremony. _______________________ . 
The waitress is serving people. _______________________ . 

12. Circle the right word 
This/These trousers are dirty. 
This/These news is interesting. 
This/These shorts are very nice. 
This/These glasses are full of juice. 
This/These are my discs. 

13. Circle the right possessive pronoun 
Someone left a bag here. Whose is it? It's hers/her 
Who taught you English? Yours/your grandmother or mother? 
Take this newspaper. It's not mine/my. 
Can you design hers/her dining-room? 
We can decorate ours/our classroom ourselves. 

14. Put in the right word-whose or who’s 
 ___________ this old gentleman standing at the comer of the street 
 ___________  photo are you looking at? 
 ___________ umbrella is this? 
 ___________  coming with me to the party? 
 ___________  absent today? 

text -book is on the floor? 

15. Put the right prepositions 
I was bom _________ the 10 th __________ October. 
My brother was bom _______ the 1 st ______ February? 
Where do you go _______ the weekends. 
I watch TV ____________ seven __________ eight. 
What do you do ___________ Sunday? 
Sorry I can't come _________ five o'clock, because I have tennis training. 

16. Match the questions with the answers 
Do you do sports? 
Are they English? 
Does Mike speak Chinese? 
Do your friends have a new teacher this year? 
Have you got a new puppy? 

Yes, I have Yes, 
he does. 
No, they are not. 
Yes they do. 
Yes I do. 
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17. Writing 
Write about your country 
- write geographical location 
- what is the capital? 
- how many people live there and what language do the people speak? 
- Is there a legend about is. If yes, write it. 
- what is it that you are proud of? 

18. Check yourself 
Do you know these words? 

Schedule/ Argentinean/ Polish/Portuguese/communication 

Do you know these phrases? 

International camp/Let me introduce/I want to introduce myself / nice to 
meet you/How do you do/ Where are you from?/According to your preferences/ 
Happy stay on the campus/What is it like? How often/national anthem/ 
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Unit 2

Jen’s presentation

1.What is the difference between Great Britain and United Kingdom? 

2. Write the countries 

3.Answer the questions

Where is England situated?
Which countries border England?
What is the capital of England, United Kingdom, Great Britain?
What colours are there in the flag of Great Britain?
What is the monarch's name?
Who is the long-reigning queen in the world?
What is the residence of the English monarchs?
How do people address the king or the queen?

4. Draw the flag of  Great Britain

5.Form a new world

North northern
South
West
East

6.Translate into English

ჩრდილო ირლანდია
აღმოსავლეთ ევროპა
დასავლეთის ქვეყნები
სამხრეთის კლიმატი

Great Britain The United Kingdom
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7. Match with the translation
1. მიუხედავად იმისა
2. მეფობს 1952 წლიდან
3. სამეფო ტახტი
4. კონსტიტუციური მონარქია
5. ამჟამად მემკვიდრეა
6. ჩვეულებაა   
7. სახალხოდ    
8. ტახტის დათმობა   
9. მემკვიდრეობით მიღება

8. write out all the proper nouns (საკუთარი სახელები) from the text

9. Put the questions to the underlined world.
1.The queen lives in England.
2. The country has a monarch.
3. I am from England.
4. Prince  Charles will be the next king.
5. The Queen Elizabeth II  became the queen in 1952.

10.Put the sentences in the given tense
We celebrate the birthday present simple

Present continuous
Past simple
Future simple
Past continuous
Present perfect

11.Complete the sentences
Great Britain is the island because...
The climate is rainy there because...
It is the constitutional monarchy because...
The queen has two birthdays because...

12. Write in words
Elizabeth I
Elizabeth II
Erekle II
Teimuraz I

13. How do you address these people
The policeman in the street: - Sir
Your  teacher:
The Queen or king:
Doctor:

14. find the antonyms
Retire 
Village 
young
Long
there
oldest
interesting

a. is presently heir
b. it' customary
c. in public/publicly
d. give up the throne
e. inherit
f. regardless of
g. has reigned since 1952
h. throne
I. constitutional monarchy
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4. Put the question word in front of  the sentence and answer

1.---------------- is  making the presentation?                             In 711 AD 
2. --------------- is Pamela's presentation about? Because it is a bloody sport.
3.---------------  did the bullfighting start  officially in Spain?    P amela is.
4. --------------  did the Catalonians want to ban bullfighting?  About Spain.
5. ------------     does the Flamenco dance come from?  From Spain

2. Choose the right answer

1. Picasso was French/Spanish painter.

2. Picasso was not only a painter but a poet/sculptor.

3. His first word was Mummy/ pencil.

4. He started painting at the age of 14/ 7.

5. His teacher was his aunt/father.

6. He painter the portrait of his father's sister/father's brother.

7. His first name was Pablo/Picasso.

8. He died very young/very old.

1. Pablo Picasso

was a Spanish painter and sculptor,  
He was born in 1881 in Spain and died in 
1973 at the age of 91 in France.

� Picasso showed talent for drawing 
from an early age. According to his mother, 
his first words were "piz, piz", a shortening of 
lápiz, the Spanish word for "pencil". From the 
age of seven, his father became his teacher, 
but soon he was painting better than his 
father.
�  At the age of 14, he painted Portrait 
of Aunt Pepa, which was called " one of the 
greatest in the whole history of Spanish 
painting.”

Unit 3

3. Describe the picture
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 6. Find these words in the text

კულტურული მემკვიდრეობა

მრავალფეროვნება

ტრადიციული სანახაობა

კულტურული მოვლენა

დადგენილი წესები

 

7. Learn debate skills

How to start a debate:

Good morning dear audience. 

My name is…. 

Today we debate about … 

Today's debate is about…

Use the expressions: I agree/disagree with the statement. 

In my opinion… 

I think…to my mind… 

5. What is Flamenco Dance?

It is a very popular Spanish dance with loud hand 

clapping, rhythmic feet stomping, 

graceful hand and body movement.
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hold

accept 
serve 
hide

lead

eat 
put 
run 
hop

Unit 4

Write out 
regular verbs:
irregular verbs:

1. Write the question starting with Did

2. Write the questions starting with Was

3. Write the questions starting with Were

4. Match the pair 
gasped 
zoomed 
poke 
accepted 
rocking 
hid 

chair 
in amazement 
up and down 
the feelings 
the head out 
the invitation 

5 Find all the forms of the regular and irregular verbs 

The City Mouse and Country Mouse
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1. miiRo mowveva

2. sunTqva Seekra

3. gaocebisagan gaognda

4.

5.

6.

6. Finish the phrases 

Gasped in ______________  

Held her 
  

Accepted the 
  

Was rocking in the 
  

  
   
   

  Vegetable
 

 

Wheat
 

 

   

 
7 Find these words and phrases in the text

 

8. Put in the prepositions 

1.  The boy was looking at the rabbit _  
2.  This boring life is not  ________ me. 

amazement. 

3.  Do not point your finger  _people. 
4. The host led the guest inside the house and  _  
5. All the children climbed ___________ the car. 
6.  I  want to share my cake _______ you. 
7.  She trembled  _______ horror when she saw the ghost. 

the drawing room. 

8.  My granny likes to rock  
9.  As soon as she rushed  

10.  When they went _____  

 ___ the rocking chair. 
 _ the car, the car drove 

the lift, the lift zoomed 

9. Write the adverbs for these adjectives 

Adjective Adverb 
pleasanty __  

wonderful  __________ 
beautiful  __________ 
happy  __________ 
lazy  __________ 
peaceful  __________ 
real   __________  

10. Make a new word 
invite invitation 
amaze 
wonder 
peace 
apart 
stomac
some 
straw 

 

 

_

___

pleasant

___

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________
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to the lift and asked his uncle to zoom up and__________________. The boy was happy.

. Poor Mike was so frightened. But soon he got used 

 
1. rocking 
2. vegetable 
3. wheat 
4. sports 
5. city 
6. cat’s 
7. apartment

 8. mouse 

a. paw 
b. car 
c. hole 
d. building 
e. chair 
f. bread 
g. soup 
h. house  

12. Write the answer 

When a man wants to eat he is __________________ . 
When a man wants to drink he is ________________ . 
When a man wants to sleep he is ________________ . 
When a man has done a lot of work he feels __________ . 
When a man is expecting something very good to happen he is_____________________. 
When a man gasps in amazement he is ______________ . 

13. Put in these verbs given in the brackets in the past simple or past continuous 

1. When I entered the garden I thought it was a paradise. The birds were chirping and 
tweeting and the trees ___________ (sway) and _____________ (whistle) in the wind. 
There ______ (be) flowers around like stars. There _____ (be) different flower-beds of 
different colours and shapes. Some were oval, some were triangular, some (have) 

the shape of a heart. Here and there butterflies  ____________ (fly). In the middle of the 

garden.
 

14. Fill in the gaps with the phrases 

zoom up         apartment house           in amazement          hurt his uncle’s feelings 

 zoomed up                 accepted the invitation 

Uncle Tom invited his nephew in town. Mike was so eager he ________ immediately. 
It was Mike’s first visit to town. He was looking at the tall buildings _________ . When 
they got to the tall _______________ and the uncle called the lift, Mike’s heart sank. He got 
a little bit frightened. “What if I get lost! What if my uncle leaves me!” He didn’t say anything.

 He didn’t want to ___________________ . When the lift arrived Uncle Tom pressed the 

button and the elevator ______________ 

11. Match the right word
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15  What does 'turn up one's nose' mean?

To enjoy something

To eat something

To smell something 

16  Why did the town mouse go to the country?

a. Because he wanted to buy some fruit and vegetables

b. Because he had a meeting with a farmer

c. Because he wanted to visit his cousin  

17  Circle what the country mouse offered the town mouse?

beans           cheese         bread         chicken          milk and cookies

18  Find the words for  the following definitions

An animal's foot with nails or claws 

A small room that takes people up and down

A chair on which you can sway

The sound the cows make

The sound the cats make

19   Find the synonyms

yell
grab
hop
peaceful
elevator
rush
serve
telephone

quiet
run quickly 
o f fe r

cry ou t
call
catch tightly
jump

lift

20 Match

Cows
Cats
Mice
Trees

zooms up
tweet
whistles
moo

L ift
Birds
Wind

meow
nibble
sway

21.  Find the synonymous expressions in the text

1. The car jumped up and down. _______________

2. The elevator went up very fa s t . _____________

3. They ate food. ___________________________

4. The mouse put his head out of the hole.______
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22. Match the meanings with Georgian translation

rushed into the lift 
turned up the nose 
ate so much that she felt sick 
accepted the invitation 
poked his head from the hole 

hid her hurt feelings

23. Put in the right preposition

1. I love sitt ing_______the rocking chair and rock.
2. Our cousins came from America ___________ a short visit.
3. The guide brought the tou rists ____________ the museum.
4. When the boy saw the snake he ye lled____________ horror.
5. Jazz music is not_______me. I  like rock more.

6. They rushed into the car and drove________________ .
7. I t  was a long way. When they g o t_______the town it was already dark

cxviri gamoyo xvrelidan 

zoomed up/poke the head from

24. Check yourself 
Do you know these words? 

rock/rocking-chair/ nibble/yell /grab/ 

Do you know these phrases? 

birds tweeted/ cows mooed/trees swayed and whistled/accepted the invitation/drove off 
/bumped up and down/gasped in amazement/pointed at/hid her hurt  feelings/
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1. Choose the right word

1. When you speak language you have
a) accent
b) culture
c) heart

2. When you make cheese you need
a) a brush
b) a comb
c) strainer

3. When the archeologists dig the ground they find
a) shells
b) an animal
C) ancient remains

4. When people go to the restaurant they ask for
a) Swiss cheese
b) One kind of Swiss cheese
c) all kinds of Swiss cheese.

5. When people travel to Switzerland mountains in winter they see a lot of
a) cable cars
b) animals
c) flowers

Unit 5

Scot

Eng

Ire

3. Put  or   in the sentenceshave has

1. I------- heard new information.
2. --------- you ever watched bullfighting?
3. The strainer ----------had milk molecules.
4. We ---------introduced a lot of new students.
5. ____ Leonardo prepared his presentation?

4. Write in full form - will not

1.I  won't have difficulty.
2. We won't go there, if it rains.
3. Leonardo won't be able to understand Chris.
4. The people won't visit this place.
5.T he country mouse won't invite the city mouse.

2. Write a word to get three countries
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5.  Translate these  sentences

cultural diversity

Archeological record

What is more surprising

Is different from

That might be the reason

Do you mean that…

6. What do these figures refer to:

8 million

74%

450

5.500 BC

30%

7. True or False

There live a lot of nationalities in Switzerland.

All the People speak German.

The capital of Switzerland is  London/Bern

The people of Switzerland are called British.

There are no hills in Switzerland.

It is a  wonderful country for tourists.

What  new information did you get?What  did you know about Switzerland? 

Pairwork
8  Work with your partner and write

Bern
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1.The German-born great mathematician and  physicist (ფიზიკოსი) Albert Einstein was 
born in 1879 in Germany and died in 1955 in America where he emigrated when the 
German Nazis came to power.

2.Einstein said that there were two wonders (სასწაული) in his childhood. First was when 
his father showed him the compass when he was 5 years old. The second wonder was at 
the age 12 when he discovered a book of Geometry. 

Unit 6

3.Strange facts about Einstein
Einstein did not speak until he was nine years old. 
Einstein parents were worried that the boy was not 
normal.  There is a story how he started talking. ”At last, 
at the supper table one night, he broke his silence to say, 
"The soup is too hot." His parents were happy and asked 
why he did not say a word before. Albert replied, 
"Because up to now (აქამდე) everything was in 
order(წესრიგში)." 

4. In 1895, at the age of 17, Albert Einstein  when he 
wanted to go to  Polytechnical School he passed 
(ჩააბარა)  math and science of  the entrance exam 

(მისაღებ ამოცდაზე), but failed (ჩაიჭრა) other subjects: 
history, languages, geography, etc.

5.Einstein published more than 301 scientific 
papers(მეცნიერული ნამუშევრები) and over 150 non-
scientific (არა მეცნიერული) works.

6. Although (მიუხედავად იმისა რომ) he lived for many 
years in the United States and was fully bilingual 
(ორენოვანი), he was poor in English writing because of 
his terrible spelling.

3. Find the English translation of  these phrases in the text
I paragraph
გაემგზავრა იმიგრაციაში, როცა გერმანელ ფაშისტებმა ხელში ჩაიგდეს 
ძალაუფლება.

II paragraph
ორი სასწაული მოხდა მის ბავშობაში.

III paragraph
ვახშმობისას სიჩუმე დაარღვია.
აქამდე ყველაფერი წესრიგში იყო.

IV paragraph
ჩაიჭრა სხვადასხვა საგნებში

1. Answer the questions
Where is Germany?
What is capital of Germany?
What is Germany famous for?

2. Read the text about Albert Einstain
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V paragraph
გამოაქვეყნა მრავალი მეცნიერული და არამეცნიერული ნამუშევრები

VI paragraph
მიუხედავად იმისა რომ ამერიკაში ცხოვრობდა
 ორენოვანი იყო

4. Complete the sentences
Albert Einstein was a famous… (what?)
He lived in the …… century.(which?)
He died in ------- (where?)
His parents were worried because……
Although he was very clever he--------- (did not do what?) his entrance 
examinations.
Although he was bilingual he ….

5. What does these figures tell you?

1879    5     1955    12   17  301   150

6. Find the antonyms
out of order 
pass the exam
worried
was born
started
was poor in English

7. Put in the word  in the sentence and translatetoo
The soup was ------ hot to eat.
The day was -------cold to play out.
The exercise was ------- difficult to make.
The traffic was ------heavy to move.
The road was ------ difficult to walk.

8. Use the word  in the sentences and translatealthough
----------- I was sick I went to school.

----------- it was raining we went out.

 --------- we had little time we passed the exams.

---------- he was a good sportsman he retired.

----------- we made a project, we did not make a good presentation.

� � �
9. Find a pair
Publish  power

Pass    silence

Enter         the  school

Came to          in order

Broke the       the exam

Everything was  a book
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Unit 7

____
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The Adventure of a Mason 

1. True/False
1. The mason was very rich.
2. A tall stranger asked him to build a big vault.
3. This vault was the man’s secret money hiding place. 
4. The man died suddenly.
5. The mason could never find the house.
6. The rich man asked him to build a house for him.
7. The rich man paid the mason a lot of money.

8. The mason became rich because he rebuilt the house.

3. Write sentences starting with Did
1. _______________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________
4. _____________________________________________
5. _____________________________________________

4. Write questions starting with Was /Were 
1. _______________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________

3. 
4.
5. 

5. Match and make a word

bond on 

blind er
mas age 
strang fold

6. Match the words with the definitions

1. a small room as a safe a. bandage 
2. look for b. trust
3. put something or somebody underground 

c. dim
4. left by everyone d. vault
5. put a piece of cloth over the eyes e. tonight
6. a piece of cloth put over the wound f. search
7. who builds with brick, stone, etc g. mason
8. rely h. winding
9. not bright i. bury
10. not straight j. deserted
11. the coming night k. bolt

12. a door lock l. blindfold

 _______________________________________________

 _______________________________________________
_______________________________________________



Write out 
regular verbs:
irregular verbs:
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7. Change the adverbs into adjectives 

1. dimly 
2. poorly 
3. astronomically 
4. tyrannically 
5. brightly 
6. falsely 
7. truly 
8. greedily 
9. happily 
10. wealthily 

8.Put the regular and irregular verbs in all the forms 

blindfold blindfolded blindfolded blindfolding

rise    

bury 
   

die    

become    

build    

carry 
   

earn 
   

trust 
   

light 
   

9. Put the verbs in the right tenses in the present simple, present continuous and perfect tenses
 

1. Have you read  (read) the story The Adventure of a Mason? 
-Yes, I __________ and I ____________ (like) it very much. 

2.  _______ (see) the movie “Twilight”? 
No, I __________ . But I (going to see) it on Sunday. ________ (you come) with us? 

3. What _________ (do)? Why are you ____________ (play) computer? ________ (not 
know) that we have a test tomorrow? 

4. _______________  If you (not practice) you will fail the exams. 

5.     I know. If dad arrives on time he ________ (help) me in Math. 

6. When ________ (train leave)? 
I think it  __________ (leave) at 7 -30. 

7. What _______ (do) on Saturday? 
Don’t you remember I ____________ (meet) the International delegation. 

 

dim



1.

2.

3.

4.

14 Are you a te x t detective?

1. Find in the text two sentences in the future simple tense.

2. Find in the text two adjectives in the superlative degree.

3. Find in the text three parts of body.

4. Find in the text two numerals.
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10. Change the sentences in present simple tense past simple future simple

The stranger opened 
the door.

He died suddenly.

11. Describe the house and the yard the mason was taken to. You can 
add sentences according to your imagination 

12. Match with the antonyms
 

1. honest a. brightly- lighted 7. landlord g. daughter 
2. awake b

. 
dishonest 8. deserted h. inhabited

3. open c. lie, cheat 9. evil i. ruin 
4. entrance d

. 
exit 10. death j. birth

5. trust e.close 11.son k. landlady

6. dimly-lighted f. sleeping 12. repair l. good, kind

13. Put the adjectives in the right degree of  comparison
 

1. Who is the  ___________ (smart) boy in your class? 
2.1 think David is. But George is also smart. I can’t really say who is _____ (smart) 
George or David. 
3. This flower smells ______ (beautiful) than the one I have at home. 
4. Come in. My flat is _________ (small) than yours, but it is cosy and neat. 
5. This is the _________ (good) essay I have ever read! 

the house. 



15. Listen to the dialogue and say th e  rig h t word

A. Are you German M r. Kurts/ Mr.Kwick?

B. No, I'm  not. I  am Australian/Austrian.

A. Is Mr. Schwarts Austrian/German too?

B. Yes, he is. We are both Austrian from Vienna. Are you French/Italian?

A. No, I  am not. I  am Italian from Paris/Rome. 
B. I 'd  like to visit Italy. Rome is the city of my dreams.

A. Really? When?

B. Next year in August/June.

A. I  am fond of Viennese waltzes. And I 'd  like to visit Vienna.

B. Really? When?

A. Next year in June/September.

B. Then we can visit each other and go sightseeing together/separately.

A. That will be bad/fine.

16. Put the verbs in the text.

One day we were riding in a car going to visit our grandfather's in the village.

Suddenly it started to 1. (bump)__________up and down We were so scared that we

couldn't move. Daddy said that it might be a bad road . He stopped the car to see

the reason. Suddenly we 2. (be)___________ surprised because we 3. (see)

_____________ a little bear that looked frightened. Luckily it was not badly hurt.

But his leg was broken. I  picked it up and put it in the car. We bandaged its leg

tight. The bear (4.hide) ___________ its head into my coat and went to sleep. We

changed our plan, turned the car and 5. (drive)_______________straight to the zoo.
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17. Check yourself

Do you know these words?

Mason/hardly/pale -faced/trust/tonight/blindfold/ bandage/bolted/vault/bury/greedy

Do you know these phrases?

Winding roads/ dimly lighted/breathed in relief/hair rose up on his head/deserted house/clinking 
of gold/ little by little/in a word/



Unit 8

verb          adjective      adverb
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Traditions - Thanksgiving Day 

1. Read the text 

The Pilgrims were a group of 
English settlers who came to 
the New World (America, 
Massachusetts) in 1620. They 
came to America because they 
wanted religious freedom. They 
arrived in America on a ship 
the Mayflower. Their first winter 
was difficult and many of the 
Pilgrims died. But the following 
year, the harvest was good, 
and there was a celebration 
and feast for three days. They 
were eating and praying to 
God. That was the first 
Thanksgiving. 

 

2. Complete the fences  
Pilgrims were 
The name of the ship 

 The name of the holiday 

 

3.

 

Explain the words

 Harvest 
Tradition 
Custom 
Pilgrims 
The New World 
Feast 
Thanksgiving Day 

4. Is this word a noun, a verb , an adjective or an adverb? 

Invite 
Pumpkin  
Difficult 

Sail 

Expect  

Different 

Deer 

Wonderful
 

On the first year  

On the second year
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5. True or false, circle the right answer 

I paragraph 
1. One American had a tradition to feed another American on every Thanksgiving 
Day. 
2. The action takes place in the state of New York.  

II  paragraph 
3. Stuffy lives on Fifth Avenue. 
4. He was hungry on this day and today too. 

III  paragraph 
5. Stuffy was very happy to see the old gentleman. 
6. The old gentleman was wearing glasses. 

IV paragraph 
7. Stuffy looked at the man for half a minute because he was thinking what to do to 
agree or disagree. 
8. Stuffy respected the old man’s love for the tradition and agreed. 

V paragraph 
9. Pete was telling the truth when he said that he was hungry. 
10. The old man was saying the same sentences for nine years. 

VI paragraph 
11. The old man took Stuffy home. 
12. They were in the restaurant for half an hour. 

VII  paragraph 
13. Stuffy was very grateful to eat because he was very hungry. 
14. Stuffy was a very polite young man. 

VII paragraph 
15. He stood up heavily because he ate too much. 
16. The old man went north, Stuffy south. 

VIII - XII paragraphs 
17. They both were taken to the same hospital. 
18. There they met each other. 
19. The doctors didn’t understand what the matter was. 
20. The old man was not much richer than Stuffy. 

6. Change the sentence into all tenses 

Stuffy ate dinner past simple 
 ______________  present simple 
 ______________  future simple 
 ______________  present continuous 
 ______________  past continuous 
 ______________  present perfect 



passing
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Pass 
Give 
Stay 
Study 
Carry 
Say 
Pray 
Die 
 

7. Match 

1. Fifth 
2. part of the 
3. wore 
4. pass 
5. fed him on 
6. bless 
7. Thanksgivin

a. turkey 
b. this day 
c. a house 
d. eye- glasses

 e. avenue 
f. day 

8. Put the phrases in the sentence 

was taken was bought was fed was dressed was saved 
1. The man fell into the river but he ___________ by rescuers. 
2. The dog _____________ and put on the bed. 
3. Who __________ to the hospital? 
4. I asked very much and the puppy __________ for my. 
5. The Pied Piper _____________ in red and yellow.  

9. Put much or many 
1. Stuffy ate so _______ he couldn’t breathe. 
2. There were ________ tramps in the park. 
3. How _______ years old was the old man? 
4. The old man loved the tradition of his country very _____________ . 
5.  I don’t like turkey very _____________ , but I always eat it on New Year’s Day.  

10. Write the forms of  the irregular verbs 

Eat ate  
_____

  
Hear  ________  heard 
Go  ________   _____________  
See saw    
Stand  ________   _____________  
Give  ________  given 
Bring  ________   _____________  

11. Write the fourth form of  the verbs 

g. tradition 

_____________
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12.
 

Make the sentences negative
 

Stuffy stood up. Did Stuffy stand up? 
The old gentleman loved his country. 
He had a custom. 
He couldn’t eat any more. 
They went in different directions. 
One doctor met another. 

15. Characterize the old man Characterize Stuffy Pete 

16. Use the model and answer 

What would you do if you were Stuffy -   
If I were Stuffy Pete I would say “No. Thank you but today I am not hungry.”  

 What would you do if you were the old gentleman? 

13. Write sentences according to the model 

The man was in black clothes a black-clothed man

The girl has long hair 

The child has blue eyes 

The basketball player has long legs
 

14. Put the right prepositions 
walk _____  
stand ____  
wait ______  
fed him _____ turkey 
dress ____ black 
look _____  
sit _____ the table 

say ____ each other 
What’s wrong ______ him? 

Write three sentences according to this model
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17. Complete the sentences 
1. Stuffy was a kind man because   
2. Stuffy couldn’t break the old man’s tradition because   
3. The old gentleman almost died because   
4. Stuffy was a tramp but in fact he was   
5. The story is called “Two Thanksgiving Day Gentlemen” because 

6. The author of this story is   
7. I like/don’t like this story because 
8. It has an unexpected end because  

18. Write a letter to the author 

Tradition, harvest, crop, pumpkin, tramp, bless 

19. Read the transcriptions and write the verb forms 

T is for travelling hundred pilgrims 

H is for the harvest the people learn to 

A is for America, in which people start to 

N is for nature which wonderful beauty 

K is for killing turkeys to  

S is for smile and sorrow that people

G is for gratitude... for God’s blessings

I   is for Indians, teaching pilgrims 

V   is for voices, singing, laughing, 

I is for ideas, making people 

N  Is for native land that soon starts 

G is for God’s glory that stops people’s 

20. Check yourself 
Do you know these words? 

Do you know these phrases?

Walk by, Thanksgiving Day, bless this day, stood heavily, dead for need of food, 

could hardly move



22  Write the definitions in your copybook
tradition
tramp
avenue
New York
gentleman
hospital
restaurant30

21.  Do the crossword

        

Name:   ___________________

Across
1. It makes a great pie or jack-o-lantern.
3. They came from England and built Plymouth Colony.
4. A special day, like Christmas, Easter and Thanksgiving
5. Breakfast, lunch and _________________
8. A dessert with a round crust 
9. We eat this bird on Thanksgiving.
10. To go from one place to another
11. A ball game with touchdowns and field goals
12. A word for gathering crops

14. A huge meal on a special occasion
15. The Pilgrims’ ship

Down
1. A procession of bands, floats and people 
2. Our parents, brothers and sisters
6. The month after October
7. To take food into the mouth and swallow
11. Another word for autumn
13. Thanksgiving is always on this day.

THANKSGIVING 
PUZZLE

1

2

3 4

5 6 7 8

9

10

11

12 13

14

15

See the answer at page 88



1  Tick TRUE or FALSE

1.Argentina is the largest Spanish speaking country.
2. Almost all the people in Argentina speak English as a native language.
3. Tango is a popular Brazilian dance.
4. It is a ballroom dance.
5. It is performed only by a woman.
6. The origin of it is city.
7. Footballers are all from Argentina.
8. Maradona is famous for his . skills in football

2  Explain the words
Rural
ballroom dance
Fan
Population
Left-footed
Football icon

3  Put the sentence in the given tense:

   

4 Complete the question

Did…..
Was…..
Has….
Were….
Could….

5  Write all the forms of these verbs

Spread           spread � �     spread�        spreading
cost
Cut
Hit
Hurt
Let
Put
Set

Unit 9
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They speak Spanish              past simple   

  past con�nuous 

        Present  simple  

       present  con�nuous  

       present  perfect 



6. Put in the right preposition

1. Tango comes ------ rural regions.
2.  The beginning of the twentieth century was the golden age ---- Tango and Jazz.
3. Maradona is one ---the best football players.
4.  Football is popular all------ the world.
5. He makes magic tricks ------- a ball.
6. Why Is football popular --- every country?

 

 7. Write about Argentina

Write about the size of Argentina
Write  about  Diego Maradona
Write the skills the footballers should have
Write about the history of the  Argentinean dance

Buenos Aires

noun           verb          adjective      adverb
is 
popular
rural
poor
wizardly
fantastically
sport
dancer
comes
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8. Is this word a noun, a verb, an adjective or an adverb?



Unit 10

1. Write the name of  a man/woman sportsman / sportsmen you know

4. Name the kind of  sport
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and write the sport where he/she took part in the past or takes part at present

2. Write
 

Which sport do you 

like very much not very much not at all 

3. Complete the sentences 

a. I like ( ______________ ) very much because________________________ 

b. I don’t like (_______________) at all because_________________________  

Name 3 indoor kinds of sport   
Name 3 outdoor sports   
Name a sport that you play sitting? 
Name a team sport   
Name a sport connected with water 
Name a sport connected with snow 
Name a sport played with a ball   
Name a sport which is risky _____  

_____
_____
_____

_____
_____

_____
_____
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 5. Read the text about badminton and write questions starting with - Did 

Did the Duke of Beaufort give a house party at Badminton?

6. Write questions starting with - Was 

Was the Duke English?  

7. Write questions with -Were 

Were the guests indoors? 

8. Finish the word phrases 

according to your ________  

on the cover ____________  

dreams will come ________  

top _____________  

9. Check your spelling 

Put the double missing letters 

co
 

unicatio
 su

 
er 

di erent 
m t 

10. Complete the text with the phrases 
from top to bottom            top of the mountain from top to toe top player 

Last year I read a fairy- tale about the strange Piper who was dressed ____________  
in red and yellow. He took the children to the ________________ . The children 

believed 
that he was a kind man because he was a ____________ of the pipe. It was a very sad 
story. If I could, I would change the story _________________ and make a new happy 
story with a happy end. 

 

preferences
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11. Read the legends about chess and find what these numbers refer to 

2000 
One
 

18 446 744 073 709 551 615 

12. Find the Georgian translation 

 
Tyrannical 
Preference 

Campus 

International 

Celebrity 

Astronomical 

Tournament
 

Upper class
 

Champagne cork
 

native Indian
 

reward
 

13. Find the English word or phrase for the Georgian words or phrases 

14. Compare football and basketball. Find similarities and differences 

Similarities 

Differences 

for these words or phrases 
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____________________________  

. He never forgets to say “Thank you” or “Sorry”

Cinderella’s stepmother treated Cinderella very badly, because she was very _____ . 

. She always puts her things in order and plan 

15. Read the adjectives and put them in the right group 

hardworking   lazy   good   polite   impolite   dirty   friendly   kind 

nice clean   naughty mean   kind selfish organised cruel communicative 

Positive: 

Negative:  ________________________________

16. Find the right adjective 
1. The boy is very ___________ . He never gives his toys to others. 
2. My friend David is very ____________  
3. He is at the top of our class because he is very _______________ . 
4. My dog likes to play in the mud and always gets ___________ . 
5. 
6. He likes talking and being with people. He is very ______________ . 

7. My teacher is very _______________ 
the lessons well. 

17.

 

Read the text and answer the questions 

When and where was Maria 
bom? Where does she live now? 
What does right-handed mean? 
How much does she weigh? 
How tall is she? 

____________________________   ________________________________
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18. Read the information and do the exercises 
Maria Sharapova Bio 

Maria Sharapova is one of the world's most 
popular female athletes. She is a former 
World no.l tennis player, Wimbledon and 
Australian Open champion. In 2004, at the 
age 17, she defeated champion and top 
player Serena Williams twice in the 
Wimbledon final. 

An injury to her right shoulder cut her 
2008 season short, and Sharapova 
underwent surgery in October of that year. 
After the operation in 2008 she returned to 
playing and improved her rating. 

Sharapova is the face in a number of 
modeling sports journals illustrating sports 
swimsuits. She has been featured in many 
advertisements including Nike, Prince, 
Canon and many other women's fashion 
magazines. In 2008 she was named the 
world's highest-paid female athlete by 
Forbes. 

True or false

 
1. Sharapova was bom in the USA. 
2. She is number 1 female tennis player. 
3. She suffered from pain in her shoulder. 
4. Surgery is the same word for operation. 
5. She gave up playing tennis afte r the operation. 
6. She became a model because she was a nice -looking lady.

Put questions starting with - Was 
1. Was she   
2. 
3. 
4. 

Put the questions starting with - Did 
1.  

1. 
2. 
4. 
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19. Write in your copybook 
Write about a sportsman you know :

 
kind of sport 
some information about his/her 
biography some information about 
his/her success why you like him/her 

20. Check yourself 

Do you know these words? 

celebrity/celebrities/ estate/ a cork/to stick/enthusiastically/spread/tournament/unlike 
equipment/ to bounce/ illustrate/entertain/reward/chessboard/astronomical/tyrannical/to 
project 
toprotect/handsome/overweight/personality/organized/communicative/characterization/ 

Do you know these phrases? 

cover page/ former sportsman/one year younger/ your dreams will come 
true/top of the tree/ from top to bottom/from top to toe/at the top/ upper 
class/remain indoors/ to illustrate the game/was held / a grain of wheat/ found 
out/ chess piece/bio data/ from generation to generation 




